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Abstract

Diverse image captioning models aim to learn one-to-many mappings that are
innate to cross-domain datasets, such as of images and texts. Current methods for
this task are based on generative latent variable models, e.g. VAEs with structured
latent spaces. Yet, the amount of multimodality captured by prior work is limited
to that of the paired training data – the true diversity of the underlying generative
process is not fully captured. To address this limitation, we leverage the contextual
descriptions in the dataset that explain similar contexts in different visual scenes.
To this end, we introduce a novel factorization of the latent space, termed context-
object split, to model diversity in contextual descriptions across images and texts
within the dataset. Our framework1 not only enables diverse captioning through
context-based pseudo supervision, but extends this to images with novel objects and
without paired captions in the training data. We evaluate our COS-CVAE approach
on the standard COCO dataset and on the held-out COCO dataset consisting of
images with novel objects, showing significant gains in accuracy and diversity.

1 Introduction

Modeling cross-domain relations such as that of images and texts finds application in many real-
world tasks such as image captioning [5, 9, 20, 23, 26, 31, 33, 48]. Many-to-many relationships
are innate to such cross-domain tasks, where a data point in one domain can have multiple pos-
sible correspondences in the other domain and vice-versa. In particular for image captioning,
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Figure 1: Context-object split latent space of our COS-CVAE to ex-
ploit similarities in the contextual annotations for diverse captioning.

given an image there are many likely
sentences that can describe the un-
derlying semantics of the image. It
is thus desirable to model this multi-
modal conditional distribution of cap-
tions (texts) given an image to gener-
ate plausible, varied captions.

Recent work has, therefore, explored
generating multiple captions condi-
tioned on an image to capture these
diverse relationships in a (condi-
tional) variational framework [6, 14, 32, 42]. These variational frameworks encode the conditional
distribution of texts given the image in a low-dimensional latent space, allowing for efficient sampling.
However, the diversity captured by current state-of-the-art latent variable models, e.g. [6, 42], is
limited to the paired annotations provided for an image. While the recently proposed LNFMM
approach [32] allows for additional unpaired data of images or texts to be incorporated, the amount
of diversity for a given image is again limited to the paired annotated data.

1Code available at https://github.com/visinf/cos-cvae
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Since standard learning objectives reward only the generated captions that belong to ground-truth
annotations, the underlying multimodality of the conditional image and text distributions in the latent
space can be better captured with access to more annotated paired data. To this end, the initial work of
Kalyan et al. [21] improves multimodality of the input-output mappings with additional supervision
from annotations of ‘nearby’ images. However, Kalyan et al. model one-to-many relationships in the
posterior distribution, where the sampling time grows exponentially in the sequence length. Thus
beam search is required for sampling diverse captions, which makes it computationally inefficient [5].

In this work, we propose a novel factorized latent variable model, termed context-object split
conditional variational autoencoder (COS-CVAE), to encode object and contextual information for
image-text pairs in a factorized latent space (Fig. 1). We make the following contributions: (i) Our
COS-CVAE framework exploits contextual similarities between the images and captions within the
dataset in a pseudo-supervised setup. Specifically, the COS factorization in addition to annotated
paired data leverages diverse contextual descriptions from captions of images that share similar
contextual information, thus encoding the differences in human captions that can be attributed to
the many ways of describing the contexts. (ii) This additionally allows extending COS-CVAE to
previously unseen (novel) objects in images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first (variational)
framework that allows to describe images with novel objects in a setup for diverse caption generation.
(iii) We show the benefits of our approach on the COCO dataset [29], with a significant boost in
accuracy and diversity. Moreover, varied samples can be efficiently generated in parallel.

2 Related Work

Image captioning. Classical approaches for image captioning are framed as sequence modeling
task, where image representations from convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are input to recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) to generate a single caption for an image [15, 19, 23, 30, 33, 41, 46]. Instead
of RNNs, recent work uses convolutional networks [5] or transformer-based networks [11] for caption
generation. Anderson et al. [1] have proposed an attention-based architecture, which attends to
objects for generating captions. Lu et al. [31] generate caption templates with slots explicitly tied to
image regions, which are filled with objects from object detectors [35]. These methods optimize for
single accurate captions for an image and, therefore, cannot model one-to-many relationships.

Diverse image captioning. Recent work on image captioning has focused on generating multiple
captions to describe an image. Vijayakumar et al. [40] generate diverse captions based on a word-to-
word Hamming distance in the high-dimensional output space of captions. Kalyan et al. [22] improve
the accuracy of [40] by optimizing for a set of sequences. Cornia et al. [10] predict saliency maps for
different regions in the images for diverse captioning. Wang and Chan [43] encourage diversity using
a determinantal point process. To mitigate the limitations of sampling in high-dimensional spaces,
recent work leverages generative models such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [36] or
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs). Since GANs for diverse caption generation have limited accuracy,
recent works [6, 32, 44] have used VAEs to learn latent representations conditioned on images to
sample diverse captions. Wang et al. [44] learn latent spaces conditioned on objects whereas Chen
et al. [8] leverage syntactic or lexical domain knowledge. Aneja et al. [6] enforce sequential Gaussian
priors and Mahajan et al. [32] learn domain-specific variations in a latent space based on normalizing
flows. In all cases, the amount of diversity that can be modeled is limited to the availability of paired
training data. Here, in contrast, we extend the task of diverse image captioning to exploit information
from the annotations in the dataset through context-based pseudo supervision.

Novel object captioning. Recent works [3, 12, 17, 27, 31, 39, 45, 47] have focused on generating
a single accurate caption containing novel objects, for which no paired training data is provided. Many
proposed approaches [27, 31, 47] explicitly use object detectors at test time to generate captions with
novel objects. Lu et al. [31] generate slotted captions, where the slots are filled with novel objects
using object detectors. Li et al. [27] extend the copying mechanism of Yao et al. [47] with pointer
networks to point where to copy the novel objects in the caption and Cao et al. [7] use meta learning
for improved accuracy. In contrast, our framework does not require class labels of novel objects at
test time. Constrained beam search [2] based on beam search enforces the generated sequence to
contain certain words. Anderson et al. [3] use constrained beam search where objects detected from
images serve as constraints to be included in the generated captions for novel objects, which are then
used for training to generate a single caption. In this work, we extend novel object captioning to the
task of diverse captioning with our COS-CVAE through context-based pseudo supervision.
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Table 1: Context-based pseudo supervision from captions of the COCO dataset.
Image Human annotations Retrieved contexts Generated pseudo captions

• a man taking a picture of people on a
bench near a beach

• there are many kites that are being
flown on the beach

• a man is taking photos of kites in the air
• a man is taking a picture of people fly-

ing kites
• a person taking a photo of a kite in the

sky

• a <s> holding on to a <s> while <s> sail
in the background

• a <s> flying a <s> in the blue cloud
filled sky

• large <s> are being flown in the air
• several octopus <s> are being flown in

a blue sky
• two <s> flying in the sky next to a

smoke stack

• a person holding on to a bench while
kites sail in the background

• a person flying a kite in the blue cloud
filled sky

• large kite are being flown in the air
• several octopus kites are being flown in

a blue sky
• two kites flying in the sky next to a

smoke stack

3 COS-CVAE Approach

Consider the example in Tab. 1. As shown, the COCO dataset [29] provides provides five human
annotations for the image (1st and 2nd column). However, there are multiple possible contextual
descriptions in the dataset that can describe the image similarly well. For example, the training
dataset contains a caption “a woman holding onto a kite while sailboats sail in the background” for
an image (distinct from that in Tab. 1). The contextual description for this caption (3rd column) –
where the objects in the caption are replaced with a placeholder – can describe the context of the
image in Tab. 1, combining it with the concepts “person”, “bench”, and “kite”. In this work, we aim
to utilize these contexts in the latent space to capture one-to-many relationships for image captioning.
Our novel COS-CVAE framework is able to better capture diversity through generated context-based
pseudo supervision (4th column).

Preliminaries. We first split each ground-truth caption from the paired data as x = {xm, xo},
where xo represents the objects in the visual scene that are described in the caption while xm is
the contextual description in the caption. Note that contextual description here refers to the scene
information of the image excluding the objects or visible concepts. This can include the scene
background, (spatial) relationships between the objects, or attributes descriptive of the objects in
the image (Tab. 1, 3rd column). To provide context-based pseudo supervision, in a first step we use
the method of [16] to learn a joint embedding of the paired image-(con)text data {xm, I} on the
training set. Importantly, we encode these similarities using contextual descriptions xm instead of
the caption x itself. For an image I ′ in the training set, with or without human annotated captions,
this contextual embedding allows us to then find the nearest neighboring contextual descriptions
ym ∈ N(I ′). Equipped with these additional descriptions, we can eventually overcome the limited
expressiveness and variability of the annotated paired data in the dataset.

Problem formulation. To train a conditionally generative model for image captioning, one
typically aims to maximize the conditional likelihood2 of the conditional distribution pφ(x | I),
parameterized by φ, for the caption sequence x = (x1, . . . , xT ) of length T given an image I . As
one of our principal aims here is to ensure diverse image-text mappings, we need to capture the
multimodality of this generative process. To that end, we introduce explicit sequential latent variables
z = (z1, . . . , zT ) and define the latent variable model over the data {x, I} as

pφ(x, z | I) =
∏
t

pφ(xt | x<t, z≤t, I) pφ(zt | z<t, x<t, I), (1)

where we have applied the product rule to obtain the temporal factorization (w.l.o.g.). The formulation
of the latent distribution is crucial for encoding and capturing the multimodality of the underlying
distribution, hence we introduce a novel factorization of the latent space that can leverage variations
in the contextual representations within the dataset. Specifically, we factorize the latent variable zt =
[zm
t , z

o
t ] at each timestep t to separately encode the contextual and object information, conditioned

on the given image, where zm
t is encoded independently of xo. This allows our framework to utilize

contextual descriptions from captions explaining similar contexts but not necessarily the same objects
in a visual scene. We use an attention-based decoder [4] to model the posterior pφ(xt | x<t, z≤t, I).
With this attention-based posterior, the latent vector zt encoding the contextual and object information
at each timestep guides the attention module of the decoder [4] to attend to regions in the image
when modeling the distribution of xt. The benefit of our proposed factorization is two-fold: First, we
can exploit different contextual descriptions describing similar contexts in images within the dataset

2For simplicity of notation, written for a single data point. We assume the training dataset is i.i.d.
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to improve the diversity of the generated captions. Second, this allows us to extend our model to
captions for novel objects with zo

t guiding the attention module to attend to regions in the image
containing novel objects given the context zm

t . Next, we formalize our proposed context-object split
(COS) factorization of the latent space in a variational framework.

3.1 The log-evidence lower bound

We maximize the log-likelihood under the conditional distribution pφ(x | I) from Eq. (1) in a
variational framework [25]. The log-evidence lower bound (ELBO) consists of the data log-likelihood
term and the KL-divergence between the posterior and a conditional prior at each timestep,

log pφ(x | I) ≥ Eqθ(z|x,I)

[∑
t

log pφ(xt | x<t, z≤t, I)

]
−
∑
t

DKL
(
qθ(zt | z<t, x, I) ‖ pφ(zt | z<t, x<t, I)

)
.

(2)

Next, we introduce our posterior distribution qθ and conditional prior distribution pφ, parameterized
by θ and φ respectively, for the latent variables zt = [zm

t , z
o
t ] in our variational inference framework.

The context-object split posterior. The posterior qθ(z | x, I) in the latent space is factorized
into qθm and qθo , encoding contextual description xm and object description xo at each timestep,
parameterized by θm and θo respectively, with θ = {θm, θo},

qθ(z | x, I) =
∏
t

qθ(zt | z<t, x, I) (3a)

=
∏
t

qθ(z
o
t , z

m
t | zo

<t, z
m
<t, x, I) (3b)

=
∏
t

qθo(zo
t | zo

<t, z
m
≤t, x

o, I) qθm(zm
t | zm

<t, x
m, I). (3c)

In Eq. (3c), we assume that zm
t is conditionally independent of zo

<t and xo given xm. Similarly, zo
t is

assumed to be conditionally independent of xm given zm
≤t and zo

<t. This factorization of the posterior
is chosen such that we can encode the contextual information in the scene conditionally independently
of the object information in the scene. Specifically, the posterior qθm(zm

t | zm
<t, x

m, I) at each
timestep is conditioned on the contextual description xm, allowing to encode the contexts of the scene
(cf. Tab. 1) directly in the latent space, independently of the objects described in the particular scene.
The dependence of qθm on zm

<t and xm implies that the posterior encodes the likely (future) contexts
for a visual scene given the previously observed context. The posterior qθo(zo

t | zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x

o, I) at
each timestep encodes the likely object information in the scene. As we will see in Sec. 3.2, this
factorization of the posterior enables us to leverage contextual descriptions for an image beyond
human annotations (Tab. 1, 3rd column) by encoding retrieved contextual descriptions in qθm .

The context-object split prior. Equipped with the context-object split factorization of the latent
variable zt = [zm

t , z
o
t ] and the latent variable model from Eq. (1), our COS conditional prior at each

timestep, pφ(zt | z<t, x<t, I), factorizes as

pφ(zt | z<t, x<t, I) = pφo(zo
t | zo

<t, z
m
≤t, x<t, I) pφm(zm

t | zm
<t, x<t, I). (4)

Here, φ = {φm, φo} are the parameters of the conditional priors pφm and pφo , respectively. Note
that we assume conditional independence of zm

t from zo
<t given zm

<t, i.e. we do not need latent
object information to specify the context prior. That is, the conditional prior pφm(zm

t | zm
<t, x<t, I)

autoregressively encodes at each timestep the likely contextual information of the observed scenes
based on the words sampled at previous timesteps (and the image). Given the contextual information
zm
t , the conditional prior pφo(zo

t | zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x<t, I) encodes the object information required to

generate the word at the particular timestep.

Under our factorization of the posterior and conditional priors from Eqs. (3) and (4), the KL-
divergence term decomposes at every timestep as

DKL
(
qθ(zt|z<t, x, I)

∥∥ pφ(zt|z<t, x<t,I)
)

= DKL
(
qθm(zm

t |zm
<t, x

m, I)
∥∥ pφm(zm

t |zm
<t, x<t, I)

)
+DKL

(
qθo(zo

t |zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x

o, I)
∥∥ pφo(zo

t |zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x<t, I)

)
.

(5)
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xo
<latexit sha1_base64="usufgP0NEcyT6JN0BUJV2VD5U/8=">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</latexit>

xm
<latexit sha1_base64="R4iFlURDV+mfcPeOXidjZijZG2I=">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</latexit>

Language LSTM

{v1, . . . , vk}
<latexit sha1_base64="6eTRgk0AZ/rKZh58M6vGucCE7T8=">AAACo3icdVFdT9swFHUytrHsg7I97sWiigRaVSVs0vaChDZpYuKBMlFAakLkuLfUqvMx+6ZqMflj/Iy97d/MLQU6GFeyfHzuPefa12kphcYg+OO4T1aePnu++sJ7+er1m7XG+ttjXVSKQ5cXslCnKdMgRQ5dFCjhtFTAslTCSTr6NsufjEFpUeRHOC0hzth5LgaCM7RU0rjyL+gO7V2cRQgTNFndoje4qGPP/5WYCIeA7MzcsHW9eVdCL+mydtL6seX5d+nE4Iew9vyJBXYrrVs5FI94XS47zXwmt2cvMuMkbNGoX6Bu0XEyiuqk0QzawTzoQxAuQJMsopM0fls5rzLIkUumdS8MSowNUyi4BNuj0lAyPmLn0LMwZxno2MxnXFPfMn06KJRdOdI5u6wwLNN6mqW2MmM41PdzM/J/uV6Fgy+xEXlZIeT8utGgkhQLOvsw2hcKOMqpBYwrYe9K+ZApxtF+q2eHEN5/8kNwvN0OP7a3Dz81d78uxrFK3pMNsklC8pnskj3SIV3CHep8dw6cjuu7++5P9+i61HUWmnfkn3Djv2t00Rc=</latexit>

v̄
<latexit sha1_base64="LYdDonMW9U1x8+xTyzziRKmKIBE=">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</latexit>

v̄
<latexit sha1_base64="LYdDonMW9U1x8+xTyzziRKmKIBE=">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</latexit>

v̄
<latexit sha1_base64="LYdDonMW9U1x8+xTyzziRKmKIBE=">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</latexit>

q✓m(zm|xm, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="G+33mThFJN5F8LPAbFL6oRA8lWg=">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</latexit>

q✓o(zo|zm, xo, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="884tIjxhTHagM76i+C+wKh507y4=">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</latexit>

(a) Architecture of our COS-CVAE model

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="TA/TUMFt/eaB9B0MnnRsfFTe/DI=">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</latexit>

xt�1
<latexit sha1_base64="wJ61M8UWq/NXaYYIUduKmkI7e6Y=">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</latexit>

xt+1
<latexit sha1_base64="OxD76GJyi+Jpq1uFqHc8Bz0ljlI=">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</latexit>

zo
t

<latexit sha1_base64="BDNoM+dZkFksH3eHgFuCH/PSkBM=">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</latexit>

zo
t�1

<latexit sha1_base64="/L+bKbcF2rLRXKjP/H1ipUeFR3U=">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</latexit>

zo
t+1

<latexit sha1_base64="s0WOPIo3BkJk8LDPH7PGSfLhHCk=">AAACJXicbVBNSxxBEO3RaMz4teoxlybLgqIsMxrQg4KYS7wZyKqwMzv09Na6zXZPD9014u4wf8aLf8VLDhERPOWvpHfdQ6I+KHi8V0VVvTSXwmIQPHszsx/m5j8ufPIXl5ZXVmtr6+dWF4ZDi2upzWXKLEiRQQsFSrjMDTCVSrhIB9/G/sU1GCt09hOHOcSKXWWiJzhDJyW1w8aIHtH2qKN26KijY7+RJ2WEfUCWlKqqNp1DIyW69HTLH3UihBssdZWUuB1WSa0eNIMJ6FsSTkmdTHGW1B6iruaFggy5ZNa2wyDHuGQGBZdQ+VFhIWd8wK6g7WjGFNi4nHxZ0YZTurSnjasM6UT9d6JkytqhSl2nYti3r72x+J7XLrB3EJciywuEjL8s6hWSoqbjyGhXGOAoh44wboS7lfI+M4yjC9Z3IYSvX35Lzneb4V5z98fX+vHJNI4F8pl8IZskJPvkmHwnZ6RFOLkl9+Q3efDuvF/eo/f00jrjTWc2yH/w/vwFlImkJQ==</latexit>

zm
t�1

<latexit sha1_base64="THfUQA088RcusxVixnBFKHQUyIc=">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</latexit>

zm
t

<latexit sha1_base64="V8TVcAS5HY0zFhW36eX1E6hDFxc=">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</latexit>

zm
t+1

<latexit sha1_base64="1tqFgXEdaUQ3PekxnF+H52hv0BY=">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</latexit>

(b) Generative model with our COS latent
space

Figure 2: Diverse image captioning with our COS-CVAE model. (a) Neural network architecture
with posteriors and conditional priors in two sequential latent spaces for encoding objects or contexts
in a visual scene. (b) The generative model allowing for sequential sampling in the contextual latent
space of zm and the object-based latent space zo for generating a caption sequence.

With zt = [zm
t , z

o
t ] and using Eqs. (2) and (5), the final ELBO, L(x, I), with our sequential context-

object split decomposition of the latent space is given as

log pφ(x | I) ≥ Eqθ(z|x,I)

[∑
t

log pφ(xt | x<t, z≤t, I)

]
−
∑
t

DKL
(
qθm(zm

t | zm
<t, x

m, I)
∥∥ pφm(zm

t | zm
<t, x<t, I)

)
−
∑
t

DKL
(
qθo(zo

t | zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x

o, I)
∥∥ pφo(zo

t | zo
<t, z

m
≤t, x<t, I)

)
= L(x, I).

(6)

3.2 Context-based pseudo supervision

Next, we show how our COS-CVAE equipped with our context-object split latent space leverages
annotations of captions N(I), where N(I) are the “neighboring” contextual descriptions explaining
similar contexts retrieved from the joint contextual embedding space (see Preliminaries, above).
Consider an image I with paired caption x and let ym ∈ N (I) be a contextual description of sequence
length T such that ym contains contextual information at timesteps t′ and the placeholders <s> at
timesteps t′′ (see Tab. 1, 3rd column). For supervised learning using the ELBO (Eq. 6), we require
object information at timesteps t′′. Therefore, we construct a context-based pseudo-supervision
signal ŷ = {ym, ŷo} from the retrieved neighboring context. To obtain the object information ŷo, we
leverage C(I), the set of objects in the image I corresponding to the image regions from Faster R-
CNN [35], and design the following procedure to construct ŷo

t′′ ∈ C(I). We encode zm
t directly from

ym independent of the object information, facilitated by the conditional independence assumptions
of COS, and leverage the conditional prior pφo to obtain zo

t . Note that, when training on paired
training data, given zt = [zm

t , z
o
t ] our model learns to point to regions in the image relevant for

generating the caption at each timestep. We can thus identify objects ŷo
t′′ likely to occur at timesteps

t′′ through the region attended to at that timestep, given the context ym and latent variables zt. The
target caption then assumes the form ŷ = {ym, ŷo} (cf. Tab. 1, col. 4). The data term in Eq. (6) for
pseudo supervision from ŷ and image I is then computed with∏

t

pφ(ŷt | ŷ<t, z≤t, I) =
∏
t′

pφ(ym
t′ | ym

<t′ , z
o
≤t′ , z

m
≤t′ , I)

∏
t′′

pφ(ŷo
t′′ | ym

<t′′ , z
o
≤t′′ , z

m
≤t′′ , I). (7)

To encode the variation in contextual descriptions given the image from the pseudo-supervision signal,
we additionally enforce the posterior to match the conditional prior pφm by minimizing the KL diver-
gence DKL

(
qθm(zm

t | zm
<t, y

m, I)
∥∥ pφm(zm

t | zm
<t, y

m
<t, I)

)
. Note that the posterior qθo is not utilized

for encoding the latent variable zo. Instead, zo is directly obtained from the informative conditional
prior pφo learnt on the paired training data {x, I} and, therefore, contains object information for the
image I . Thus, the ELBO, L̂(ŷ, I), for the augmented data point {ŷ, I} is

L̂(ŷ, I) = Eqθm ,pφo

[
log pφ(ŷ | z, I)

]
−
∑
t

DKL
(
qθm(zm

t |zm
<t, y

m, I)
∥∥ pφm(zm

t |zm
<t, y

m
<t, I)

)
. (8)
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Taken together, our context-object split latent space can be leveraged to overcome the limited paired
annotations by augmenting with neighboring captions where different images can share contextual
information despite showing different objects, thereby encouraging multimodality in the latent space.

Extension to novel objects. Another benefit of the proposed COS factorization is that it allows to
generate diverse captions for images with novel objects. Consider an image I containing novel objects
for which no caption annotations are available in the dataset. We first retrieve contextual descriptions
ym ∈ N(I) as above. To construct the supervision signal, we use ym and Ck(I), the top-k objects
from Faster R-CNN [35], including novel objects in the image I . However, the latent space of
zo learnt from the paired training data may be suboptimal (observed empirically) for attending to
regions in an image with novel objects. We thus learn a weaker posterior qθo(zo

t | zo
<t, z

m
≤t, Ck(I), I),

conditioned on Ck(I) instead of xo otherwise available from paired training data, at each timestep
during training. With this formulation of the posterior and ym, we encode the representation [zm

t , z
o
t ],

which guides the attention LSTM to attend to regions in the image, including regions with novel
objects, ŷo ∈ Ck(I), to generate the word at a certain timestep. Here, we assume that the description
ym has been observed in the paired training data and thus zm

t can guide the attention LSTM to attend
to salient regions in the image. The target caption is of the form ŷ = {ym, ŷo} (Eq. 7) and thus
describes the image I with novel objects (Ck(I)). Maximizing the ELBO in Eq. (6) with the data pair
{ŷ, I} allows to describe images with novel objects in a variational framework for diverse mappings.

3.3 Network architecture

We illustrate our complete network architecture in Fig. 2a. Given the image-caption paired training
input, we first extract image features {v1, . . . , vk} with Faster R-CNN [35] and average the obtained
features to serve as input image representation v̄ [3, 31]. For the caption x, we first extract the
sequence xm, replacing the occurences of objects within x with the placeholder <s>. We denote the
list of objects extracted from x as xo. During training, we enforce our COS latent space with two
LSTMs, modeling the posterior distributions qθo and qθm in sequential latent spaces, parameterized
by θo and θm respectively. As shown in Fig. 2a, the LSTM qθm takes as input the sequence xm and
the image features v̄ to encode the contextual information zm. Similarly, the LSTM qθo takes as input
xo, zm, and image features v̄ to encode the object information in zo. Analogously, the conditional
priors pφm and pφo , parameterized by φm and φo, are modeled with LSTMs. The conditional prior
pφm takes the image features v̄ as input and the conditional prior pφo takes the image features v̄ as
well as the encoded zm for the same caption. The priors are conditional Gaussian distributions at each
timestep. We use the attention LSTM of Anderson et al. [4] as the decoder for modeling the posterior
distribution. The input to the standard attention LSTM is the hidden state of the language LSTM
at the previous timestep, the context vector, and the ground-truth word of the caption at timestep
t− 1. In our model, instead of v̄ as context vector, we input [zt, v̄] to the LSTM as the context at each
timestep. Thus, the feature weights processing {v1, . . . , vk} depend on the vector [zt, v̄], guiding the
attention LSTM to attend to certain regions in the image. The output of the attention LSTM along
with the attended image features is input to the language LSTM to generate the word at timestep t.
More details can be found in the supplemental material.

Generative model. As shown is Fig. 2b, given an image I , we first sample the latent representation
z̃m from the prior pφm , i.e. z̃m

t ∼ N (µm
t , σ

m
t ) where µm

t , σm
t are the mean and variance of the

conditional sequential prior at timestep t. With z̃m and I , we sample z̃o from the conditional
sequential prior pφo . [z̃m

t , z̃
o
t ] is then input to the attention LSTM to generate a caption for the image.

4 Experiments

To show the advantages of our method for diverse and accurate image captioning, we perform
experiments on the COCO dataset [29], consisting of 82 783 training and 40 504 validation images,
each with five captions. Consistent with [6, 14, 44], we use 118 287 train, 4000 validation, and 1000
test images. We additionally perform experiments on the held-out COCO dataset [17] to show that
our COS-CVAE framework can be extended to training on images with novel objects. This dataset
is a subset of the COCO dataset and excludes all the image-text pairs containing at least one of the
eight specific objects (in any one of the human annotations) in COCO: “bottle”, “bus”, “couch”,
“microwave”, “pizza”, “racket”, “suitcase”, and “zebra”. The training set consists of 70 000 images.
For this setting, COCO validation [29] is split into two equal halves for validation and test data.
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Table 2: Best-1 accuracy for an oracle evaluation with different metrics on the COCO dataset.

Method #Samples B-4 (↑) B-3 (↑) B-2 (↑) B-1 (↑) C (↑) R (↑) M (↑) S (↑)
Div-BS [40]

20

0.383 0.538 0.687 0.837 1.405 0.653 0.357 0.269
POS [14] 0.449 0.593 0.737 0.874 1.468 0.678 0.365 0.277
AG-CVAE [42] 0.471 0.573 0.698 0.834 1.259 0.638 0.309 0.244
Seq-CVAE [6] 0.445 0.591 0.727 0.870 1.448 0.671 0.356 0.279

Seq-CVAE (attn) 20 0.486 0.629 0.762 0.893 1.599 0.692 0.261 0.291

COS-CVAE (paired) 20 0.492 0.634 0.764 0.895 1.604 0.700 0.382 0.291
COS-CVAE 0.500 0.640 0.771 0.903 1.624 0.706 0.387 0.295

Div-BS [40]

100

0.402 0.555 0.698 0.846 1.448 0.666 0.372 0.290
POS [14] 0.550 0.672 0.787 0.909 1.661 0.725 0.409 0.311
AG-CVAE [42] 0.557 0.654 0.767 0.883 1.517 0.690 0.345 0.277
Seq-CVAE [6] 0.575 0.691 0.803 0.922 1.695 0.733 0.410 0.320
LNFMM [32] 0.597 0.695 0.802 0.920 1.705 0.729 0.402 0.316

Seq-CVAE (attn) 100 0.592 0.710 0.821 0.929 1.808 0.747 0.433 0.327

COS-CVAE (paired) 100 0.593 0.712 0.823 0.930 1.812 0.748 0.436 0.329
COS-CVAE 0.633 0.739 0.842 0.942 1.893 0.770 0.450 0.339

Evaluation metrics. The accuracy of the captions is evaluated with standard metrics – Bleu (B)
1–4 [34], CIDEr [C; 38], ROUGE [R; 28], METEOR [M; 13], and SPICE [S; 1]. The diversity of the
generated samples is compared using the metrics used in competing methods following the standard
protocol [6, 14, 32, 44]: Uniqueness is the percentage of unique captions generated by sampling from
the latent space. Novel sentences are the captions not seen in the training data. m-Bleu-4 computes
Bleu-4 for each diverse caption with respect to the remaining diverse captions per image. The Bleu-4
obtained is averaged across all images. Lower m-Bleu indicates higher diversity. Div-n is the ratio of
distinct n-grams per caption to the total number of words generated per set of diverse captions.

Evaluation on the COCO dataset. We evaluate our approach against state-of-the-art methods for
diverse image captioning. We include DIV-BS [40], which extends beam search and POS [14], with
parts-of-speech supervision. We compare against variational methods: AG-CVAE [44], Seq-CVAE
[6], and LNFMM [32]. We further include various ablations of our model to show the effectiveness
of the components of our model. Seq-CVAE (attn) non-trivially extends Seq-CVAE [6], where the
sampled zt at each timestep is input to the attention LSTM of Anderson et al. [1]. This baseline
shows the effect of a strong decoder with the structured latent space of prior work. We further include
COS-CVAE (paired) with only paired data for supervision (i.e. without pseudo supervision).

Table 2 shows the oracle performance, where the caption with maximum score per metric is chosen
as best-1 [6, 44]. We consider 20 and 100 samples of z, consistent with prior work. The oracle
evaluation scores the top sentence, but is evaluated for a limited number of sentences per image and
averaged across the test set. Thus, for a high oracle score the model needs to put high probability mass
on the likely captions for an image. Our complete COS-CVAE model, which leverages context-based
pseudo supervision from the neighboring contextual descriptions, outperforms the previous state
of the art by a large margin in terms of accuracy. We improve the CIDEr and Bleu score over the
previous state of the art for 100 sampled captions by ∼11.0% and ∼6.0%, respectively. The average
and worst CIDEr on the 20 samples for COS-CVAE are 0.920 and 0.354, respectively, compared
to the the average and worst CIDEr of 0.875 and 0.351 for Seq-CVAE. The high gain in accuracy
metrics shows that our context-object split latent space succeeds at modeling the semantics and the
relevant variations in contextual descriptions for a given image in the dataset. This leads to better
generalization on the test dataset. Comparing COS-CVAE and COS-CVAE (paired) further shows

Table 3: Consensus re-ranking for captioning using CIDEr on the COCO dataset.

Method B-4 (↑) B-3 (↑) B-2 (↑) B-1 (↑) C (↑) R (↑) M (↑) S (↑)
Div-BS [40] 0.325 0.430 0.569 0.734 1.034 0.538 0.255 0.187
POS [14] 0.316 0.425 0.569 0.739 1.045 0.532 0.255 0.188
AG-CVAE [42] 0.311 0.417 0.559 0.732 1.001 0.528 0.245 0.179
LNFMM [32] 0.318 0.433 0.582 0.747 1.055 0.538 0.247 0.188

COS-CVAE (paired) 0.354 0.473 0.620 0.777 1.144 0.563 0.270 0.204
COS-CVAE 0.348 0.468 0.616 0.774 1.120 0.561 0.267 0.201
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Table 4: Qualitative comparison of captions generated by our COS-CVAE with different methods.
Image DIV-BS Seq-CVAE COS-CVAE (paired) COS-CVAE

• a cat is sitting in a suit-
case

• a black and white cat sit-
ting on top of a piece of
luggage

• a black and white cat is
sitting in a suitcase

• a cat is sitting on a suit-
case on a bed

• cat sitting on a piece of
luggage

• a small cat sitting on the
back of a suitcase

• a close up of a cat on top
of a suitcase

• a cat sitting on top of a
piece of luggage

• a cat laying on top of a
suitcase

• a cat sitting on top of lug-
gage on the floor

• a cat curled up on a piece
of luggage

• a close up of a very cute
cat in a red suitcase

that the annotated paired data is insufficient to fully capture the multimodality of the underlying
generative process. Moreover, our context-based pseudo-supervision signal contributes to generating
coherent and meaningful captions without loss of structure in the generated captions, see Tab. 4.

Table 3 shows the results on various accuracy metrics for captioning after consensus re-ranking. In
consensus re-ranking, given a test image, the nearest neighboring image is found in the training set
and the captions of the neighbors are used as reference to evaluate the accuracy metrics [33]. COS-
CVAE (paired) and COS-CVAE outperform the previous state of the art on all accuracy metrics. The
accuracy of captions with consensus re-ranking using COS-CVAE (paired) shows that our method can
generate captions representative of the paired training data. Furthermore, the accuracy from consensus
re-ranking of COS-CVAE is competitive to that of COS-CVAE (paired), showing that even when
trained with additional context-based pseudo supervision, COS-CVAE can model the distribution
from the paired training data. However, as consensus re-ranking considers image similarities in the
paired training data, generalization to unseen images, such as the test set, is not rewarded. Therefore,
the benefit of context-based pseudo supervision is not fully apparent in an evaluation using consensus
re-ranking. In fact, as shown in Tab. 2, COS-CVAE offers better generalization beyond the supervision
available from the paired training data. In Fig. 3, we compare the best-10 sentences after consensus
re-ranking against prior work and beam search on a standard captioning method [4], which has the
same base network. COS-CVAE is competitive to the computationally expensive beam search and
has better CIDEr scores compared to competiting methods, thus is diverse yet accurate.

Our COS-CVAE model expresses high diversity in the context-object split latent space, utilizing
contextual descriptions beyond that presented in the paired training data. This is reflected in the
m-BLEU-4, Div-1, and Div-2 scores (Tab. 5), where our model outperforms the previous state of
the art by ∼11.6%, ∼5.4%, and ∼10.5% respectively, showing much higher n-gram diversity in the
generated samples of captions. Furthermore, the qualitative results in Tab. 4 show that the COS-CVAE
generates more diverse captions, e.g. containing varied contextual information “curled up on a piece”
or “of a very cute” compared to competing methods.

Ablation Studies. Next, we validate the design choice of including the attention LSTM [1].
Although Seq-CVAE (attn) improves the accuracy of the generated captions over Seq-CVAE, the
diversity with respect to the uniqueness and the m-Bleu-4 decreases in comparison to Seq-CVAE.
Our COS-CVAE (paired) with COS factorization and strong conditional priors allows to integrate
an attention LSTM decoder in our model, and while being of comparable accuracy to Seq-CVAE
(attn), improves the diversity over Seq-CVAE and Seq-CVAE (attn). This shows that our factorized

Table 5: Diversity evaluation on at most the best-5 sentences
after consensus re-ranking.

Method Unique (↑) Novel (↑) mBLEU (↓) Div-1 (↑) Div-2 (↑)
Div-BS [40] 100 3421 0.82 0.20 0.25
POS [14] 91.5 3446 0.67 0.23 0.33
AG-CVAE [42] 47.4 3069 0.70 0.23 0.32
Seq-CVAE [6] 84.2 4215 0.64 0.33 0.48
LNFMM [32] 97.0 4741 0.60 0.37 0.51

Seq-CVAE (attn) 61.9 4323 0.69 0.34 0.50

COS-CVAE (paired) 95.9 4411 0.67 0.34 0.50
COS-CVAE 96.3 4404 0.53 0.39 0.57
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Figure 3: CIDEr score of con-
sensus re-ranked best-10 captions
from 20 samples.
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(a) Diverse captions with novel objects (red) and the attended regions with our COS-CVAE.
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ent numbers of diverse samples.

Figure 4: COS-CVAE for captioning images with novel objects.

Table 6: F1 scores (%, ↑) for evaluation on the held-out COCO dataset.

Method bottle bus couch microwave pizza racket suitcase zebra average

DCC [17] 4.6 29.8 45.9 28.1 64.6 52.2 13.2 79.9 39.8
NOC [39] 14.9 69.0 43.8 37.9 66.5 65.9 28.1 88.7 51.8
NBT [31] 7.1 73.7 34.4 61.9 59.9 20.2 42.3 88.5 48.5
PS3 [3] – – – – – – – – 63.0
LSTM-P [27] 28.7 75.5 47.1 51.5 81.9 47.1 62.6 93.0 60.9

Seq-CVAE (attn, CBS) 32.4 80.9 27.0 55.1 63.8 25.8 44.7 94.4 53.0

COS-CVAE 35.4 83.6 53.8 63.2 86.7 69.5 46.1 81.7 65.0
COS-CVAE (CBS) 33.5 81.9 58.3 57.8 88.3 63.4 65.7 96.2 68.1

latent space can better represent diversity even with strong posteriors. The improved accuracy of the
COS-CVAE (paired) over Seq-CVAE implies that we can generate coherent captions with our COS
latent space. Furthermore, the context-based pseudo supervision, which can only be leveraged with
the structure of our COS factorization, where contextual variations can be modeled independently of
the object information, accounts for increased diversity with a high boost in performance.

Evaluation on novel object captioning. Our COS-CVAE framework can be trained on images
with novel objects (without paired training data) by exploiting contextual descriptions of captions in
the dataset. At test time, we input the image and generate captions without any explicit object-based
information. For reference, we include the scores from approaches for novel object captioning,
which are trained to generate a single caption for a given image: DCC [17], NOC [39], NBT [31],
PS3 [3], and LSTM-P [27]. We further include Seq-CVAE (attn, CBS) and COS-CVAE (CBS) with
constrained beam search using two constraints [2]. The test data statistics for held-out COCO show
that ∼57% of the images with novel objects have at least one ground-truth caption without the
mention of the novel object. Therefore, it would be limiting to expect every caption from a diverse
captioning approach, which learns the distribution of likely captions, to mention the novel object. The
mention of the novel object in any of the sampled captions for the image counts towards a positive
score. From the F1 scores in Tab. 6, we observe that our COS-CVAE achieves competitive results with
a relative improvement of ∼3.1% over methods generating a single caption for images containing
novel concepts. Furthermore, the captions containing the mentions of the novel objects are coherent
and exhibit diversity as shown in Fig. 4a. The high F1-score of COS-CVAE compared to Seq-CVAE
(attn, CBS) highlights the benefit of training with context-based pseudo supervision for images with
novel objects. Adding CBS constraints to COS-CVAE further improves the F1-score. We show the
F1-score and the highest CIDEr for sample sizes of z in {5, . . . , 100} in Fig. 4b. Here, even when
sampling 5 diverse captions, the model generates captions with mentions of novel objects with an F1
score of 62.5%, which increases by 2.5% points for 50 or 100 diverse samples. The high CIDEr score
shows that the captions not only contain mentions of novel objects but are also accurate (cf. Fig. 4b).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel COS-CVAE framework for diverse image captioning, consisting of
a context-object split latent space, which exploits diversity in contextual descriptions from the captions
explaining similar contexts through pseudo supervision. This leads to increased multimodality in the
latent spaces, better representing the underlying true data distribution. Furthermore, our framework
is the first that allows for describing images containing novel objects in a setup for diverse image
captioning. Our experiments show that COS-CVAE achieves substantial improvements over the
previous state of the art, generating captions that are both diverse and accurate.
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Broader Impact

One of the promising applications of image captioning is to convert visual content on the web or from
photographs to the form of text. This content can then be made more accessible to visually impaired
people through text-to-speech synthesis [41]. Additionally, image captioning has been found useful
in application areas such as in the medical domain, where it can provide assistance for generating
diagnostics from X-ray images [37]. Diverse image captioning, as presented in our work, aims to
resolve the ambiguities or uncertainties that occur while explaining visual scenes. Multiple captions
help in reducing the impact of errors in explanations, since a user then has a better overview of the
concepts and contexts represented in images.

Apart from such direct, positive impact on individuals or specific application domains, social media
platforms utilize image captioning to mine the visual content for data summarization [24]. While
this helps organizations in managing online content such as latest trends and may provide value to
users of the platform, it can also compromise the users’ privacy, e.g. summarizing user behavior or
preferences for targeted advertisement. Moreover, captioning algorithms are still limited by dataset
biases and the availability of exhaustive human annotations [18]. In this paper, we attempt to address
the latter by leveraging annotations beyond that available from the paired training data. This is
inspired from the observation that within the dataset, humans label captions of images with similar
contextual information in many possible variations – by focusing on different regions of images
or through different interpretations. Thus we can generate diverse captions representative of the
underlying data distribution. Despite this, clearly more research is necessary to reach human-level
accuracy and diversity.
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